
Explore the details of the Forrester report at 
www.cisco.com/go/forrester-ucs. 

Cisco UCS Improves Productivity 
and Reduces IT Costs
Forrester designed a composite organization consisting
of 3,000 employees, $500 million in revenue, and one data 
center. Financial analysis found that this representative 
organization experienced the following risk-adjusted 
benefits after implementing Cisco UCS: 
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Reduced network port-and-switch costs by $703,462

Boosted IT productivity from 30% to 50% and reduced administrative expenses 
by $584,908—or the equivalent of two full-time IT engineers

Saved $239,273 by avoiding the expense of refreshing
fully depreciated hardware

Reduced project execution time by 75%, resulting in $177,971
in time-to-market savings

Saved $141,247 by using Cisco UCS in its QA environment
as a secondary disaster-recovery solution

Achieved end-user productivity savings of 5 hours per year,
equivalent to $118,545

Reduced electrical circuit costs by 40%, which resulted in savings of $70,189

Reduced power and cooling costs by 50%, resulting in $51,959 in savings

Saved $38,994 by reducing data center space

Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) unifies computing, 
networking, management, virtualization, and storage access into 
a single, integrated architecture. Examine the potential return on 
investment (ROI) an enterprise may realize by deploying Cisco 
UCS in this Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) report from Forrester. 

307%

ROI

$2.1 million
total benefits
vs. $520,000
in implementation 
costs

$1.6 million
total net 
present 
value (NPV)

$1.6

3.3
months

Payback in
3.3 months

30%-50%
IT productivity savings

Three-Year Risk-Adjusted Results

Forrester took a multistep approach 
to evaluate the impact that Cisco 
UCS can have on an organization.

They:

Interviewed Cisco marketing and
sales personnel, along with Forrester 
analysts, to gather marketplace data

Interviewed four current Cisco UCS 
customers in addition to five 
organizations previously interviewed
in an August 2011 TEI study

Designed a single, composite 
organization based on the interviewed 
organizations

Constructed a risk-adjusted financial 
model using the TEI methodology and 
compiled the findings in a detailed
case study

This study illustrates the Total 
Economic Impact of a possible Cisco 
UCS deployment, including the costs, 
benefits, and risks that may affect
the investment decision for an 
enterprise-level company. 
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